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Abstract
In settings from fact-checking to question answering, we frequently want to know whether
a collection of evidence entails a hypothesis.
Existing methods primarily focus on end-toend discriminative versions of this task, but
less work has treated the generative version
in which a model searches over the space of
entailed statements to derive the hypothesis.
We propose a system for natural language
deduction that decomposes the task into
separate steps coordinated by best-first search,
producing a tree of intermediate conclusions
that faithfully reflects the system’s reasoning
process. Our experiments demonstrate that
the proposed system can better distinguish
verifiable hypotheses from unverifiable ones
and produce natural language explanations
that are more internally consistent than those
produced by an end-to-end T5 model.

1

Introduction

When we read a passage from a novel, a Wikipedia
page, or any other piece of text, the meaning we
gather from it is not limited to what is written on
the page. We make many additional inferences by
combining multiple statements and applying our
background knowledge. This ability to synthesize
meaning, determine the consequences of a set
of statements, and generate new conclusions is a
significant part of natural language understanding.
Humans are able to give step-by-step explanations
of the reasoning that they do as part of these
processes. However, current machine learning
approaches for reading comprehension or natural
language inference involve end-to-end fine-tuning
of pre-trained language models. These models
are black boxes and do not offer interpretable
explanations for their predictions; there is no notion
of step-by-step deduction. This limitation prevents
users from understanding and accommodating
models’ affordances (Hase and Bansal, 2020;
Bansal et al., 2021).

premises
Paper is recyclable.
Cardstock is a type of paper.

step model
Cardstock is recyclable.

Recyclable means old material can
be turned into new material.
Old cardstock can be turned into new cardstock.
hypothesis

goal entailment

New cardstock can be produced from old cardstock.

Figure 1: An example of multi-step natural language
deduction performed by our system. From input
premises, our model generates new statements in a
heuristic-guided way to try to prove a given hypothesis.

A simple way of representing this reasoning
process is through a natural language proof: a
derivation indicating how intermediate conclusions
were composed from their premises. Ultimately,
the natural language proof should either lead to
the desired conclusion or refute it by providing no
logical path to support it. Figure 1 contains an
example of such a derivation.
Generative sequence-to-sequence models can be
fine-tuned on this task if examples of proofs are
given. However, we argue in this paper that this
conflates the generation of individual reasoning
steps with the planning of the overall reasoning
process. An end-to-end model is encouraged by its
training objective to generate steps that arrive at the
goal, but it is not constrained to do so by following
a sound structure. As we show later, the outputs
of such methods may not form coherent chains of
reasoning and may end up skipping steps while
claiming a hypothesis is proven. Interpretability is
not enough; we need explanations to be consistent
and faithfully reflect a reasoning process that the
model commits to (Jacovi and Goldberg, 2020).
In this work, we propose a system that factors
the deduction process into search over intermediate

x1

Winter has the least sunlight.

x2

December is during the winter
in the northern hemisphere.

x3

The United States is located in
the northern hemisphere.

x4

New York is a state in the
United States of America.

fringe

x1, x3

x1, x4

x2, x3

y1

The northern hemisphere has the
least amount of sunlight during
the month of December.
y2

The United States has the least sunlight
during the month of December.
y3 ~ pS(y | y2, x4)

x2, x4

x3, x4

y2, x4

y1, y2

g

Goal: New York State has the least
sunlight during December.

Figure 2: Overview of the problem setting and our approach. The next step to be taken will be the entry with the
highest score in the fringe according to the heuristic h (indicated here by purple shading), in this case combining
y2 and x4 . The result of the next step will be obtained by sampling a string y3 from the generative distribution of
the step model S conditioned on the concatenation of y2 and x4 .

steps. The core of our system is a step deduction
module which generates the direct consequence of
composing a pair of statements. This model is used
as a primitive in a search procedure over entailed
statements. By separating the deduction itself from
the task of deciding what pairs of sentences to
combine, we can use different heuristics to attempt
to prove the hypothesis. We experiment with
simple rule-based heuristics based on word overlap
as well as a more complex learned heuristic.
We evaluate our method on the EntailmentBank
dataset (Dalvi et al., 2021). We show that our
approach can successfully prove true hypotheses
while rejecting false ones, a capability lacking in
an end-to-end T5 model (Raffel et al., 2020) finetuned on this data. Our goal-conditioned heuristic
is able to guide our model to successfully prove
a majority of valid goals; while theoretically the
model may need to explore exponentially many
statements, effective heuristic guidance keeps the
runtime manageable. These results argue in favor
of using this kind of decomposition instead of
end-to-end models in complex reasoning settings.
Errors nevertheless arise from complex semantic
phenomena in the composed sentences themselves;
however, our individual deduction step quality is
improved by integrating semi-synthetic training
data from Bostrom et al. (2021).
Our contributions are: (1) A factored, interpretable system for natural language deduction,
separating the concerns of proof planning from
generation of intermediate conclusions.
(2)

Exploration of several search heuristics, including
a learned goal-oriented heuristic. (3) Comparison
to an end-to-end model from prior work (Dalvi
et al., 2021) in two settings of varying difficulty.
(4) A systematic analysis of our model’s strengths
and weaknesses.

2

Problem Description and Motivation

The general setting we consider is shown in Figure
2. We assume we are given a collection of evidence
sentences X = {x1 . . . xn }.1 Our task is to classify
a natural language goal g as either entailed or
not. In addition, we want to construct a tree of
natural language statements T with the following
properties:
1. Any node t ∈ T is entailed by its children
c(t), and thus transitively should derive from
the premises at the leaves of its subtree.
2. The root of the tree t0 entails the goal g.
Crucially, we assume that the intermediate nodes
of this tree must be generated and are not present
in the input premise set X. This constraint differs
from prior work on question answering with multihop reasoning (Yang et al., 2018; Chen et al.,
1

In the settings we consider in this paper, n does not
exceed 25. However, this is not a hard limit imposed by
our approach; we theoretically allow for arbitrarily large
premise sets, although for improved efficiency, classic retrieval
methods or neural approaches like DPR (Karpukhin et al.,
2020) should be used to prune the premise set to a manageable
size.

2021a) or other models that build a proof structure
(Saha et al., 2020, 2021) but don’t actually generate
new conclusions. Our setting therefore requires
a generative step deduction model S, which has
been explored previously (Tafjord et al., 2021;
Bostrom et al., 2021), to materialize intermediate
conclusions given their immediate children. S
parameterizes a distribution pS (y | x1 . . . xm ) over
step conclusions y conditioned on inputs xi .
In our approach, we assume that each deduced
step has exactly two inputs, so m = 2. Datasets
like EntailmentBank feature some nodes with more
than two children, but in preliminary investigation
we found it possible to express the reasoning
in these steps with binary branching. Even if
the logic in a particular step requires more than
two premise statements, it is trivially possible to
coordinate two sentences into a single premise
with the conjunction ‘and’, a step type which also
appears in EntailmentBank. We do not apply this
arity constraint to baseline models from past work.

3

Methods

Our proposed system consists of a step model S,
a search procedure involving a heuristic h, and
an entailment model which judges whether any
generated conclusion entails the goal.
3.1

Step Deduction Model

Our step models are instances of the T5 sequenceto-sequence pre-trained language model (Raffel
et al., 2020) fine-tuned on a collection of deduction
steps. Training data is derived from a combination
of datasets from prior work (Dalvi et al., 2021;
Bostrom et al., 2021), which we discuss further
in Section 4.3. Generation from these models at
inference time is performed using nucleus sampling
(Holtzman et al., 2020) with p = 0.9.
3.2

Search

The heuristic function h({x1 . . . xm }, g) →
R accepts candidate step inputs xi and a goal
hypothesis g and returns a real-valued score
indicating the priority of the potential step in the
expansion order.
These priority values might reflect a combination
of factors. We want to prioritize compatible
compositions: combining two sentences from
which we can make a meaningful inference, as
opposed to two unrelated sentences. We also
want to prioritize useful compositions from the

Algorithm 1
procedure SCS EARCH(X = {x1 . . . xn }, g)
f ringe ← {hxi , xj i | xi , xj ∈ X, i 6= j}
visited ← {}
i←1
maxSteps ∈ N
while |f ringe| > 0 ∧ i ≤ maxSteps do
inputs ←
argmax h({x1 , x2 }, g)
hx1 ,x2 i∈f ringe

f ringe ← f ringe \ {inputs}
sample yi from pS (y | inputs)
if yi ∈
/ visited then
visited ← visited ∪ {y 0 }
yield hinputs, yi i
if yi = g then return
else
f ringe ← f ringe ∪ {hyi , xj i|xj ∈ X}
∪ {hyi , yj i|1 ≤ j < i}
end if
i←i+1
end if
end while
end procedure

perspective of proving the hypothesis: among
compatible compositions, we should prefer those
that are likely to derive statements that lead to the
hypothesis. We discuss these criteria later in the
context of our specific heuristics.
We define a search procedure over sentence
compositions that we call SCS EARCH, described
in Algorithm 1. SCS EARCH is a standard
best-first search algorithm where the search
fringe datastructure is a max-heap of statement
pairs ordered by the heuristic scoring function
h. SCS EARCH constructs trees by iteratively
combining pairs of statements using the step
deduction model, adding the generated conclusion
to a forest of entailed statements.
Once
SCS EARCH terminates, if a node in the forest
is judged by the goal entailment model to have
reached the goal, any nodes in the forest outside
the successful subtree can be discarded.
We consider several potential realizations of the
heuristic function h:
Breadth-first Naively, the earliest fringe items
are explored first; all steps combining initial
premises will be explored before any steps
involving an intermediate conclusion.
Overlap This heuristic scores potential steps
according to the number of tokens shared between
input sentences.
Because overlap indicates
expressions that can likely be unified (e.g., paper in
the first composition step of Figure 1), this heuristic
prioritizes according to premise compatibility. In

hypot: the earth revolving around the sun causes leo to
appear in different areas in the sky at different times of year.
sent1: leo is a kind of constellation.
sent2: the earth revolving around the sun causes stars to
appear in different areas in the sky at different times of year.
sent3: a constellation contains stars.

T5

sent1 & sent3 -> int1: leo is a
constellation containing stars.
int1 & sent2 -> hypot

Figure 3: An example of the EntailmentWriter end-to-end system’s input and linearized output format.

the Overlap+Goal version, token overlap with the
goal hypothesis is also incorporated into the score,
capturing usefulness as well.
Repetition Past work on natural language
deduction (Bostrom et al., 2021) has identified
an important failure mode of deduction models.
Namely, when two premises cannot be combined
or when a model fails to produce a deduction, the
model S is likely to ‘back off’ to copying the input,
and in particular copying the first input premise x1 .
This heuristic aims to capitalize on this as a
measure of premise compatibility. Potential steps
are scored according to −pS (x1 |x1 ...xn ), i.e., the
negative likelihood of generating a repetition of the
first input statement.
Learned This heuristic uses an additional pretrained model fine-tuned to predict whether input
statements are part of a gold explanation of the
hypothesis or not. We train this model on sets
of step inputs drawn from a collection of valid
steps augmented with negative samples produced
by replacing one input with a random statement.
The Learned heuristic targets compatibility, but
it cannot predict usefulness without seeing the
goal. The Learned+Goal version of this heuristic
is also trained with goal hypotheses in its input, so
as to be able to select useful premises and guide
search towards the hypothesis. Note, however, that
the step model S which generates the results of
individual compositions still does not see the goal;
the goal only informs which step compositions are
explored first during the search.
3.3

Goal Entailment

In order to determine whether the search has
successfully reached the goal, we require an
entailment model to judge the relationship between
each generated conclusion and the goal. We use
a DeBERTa model (He et al., 2021) pre-trained
on the MNLI dataset (Williams et al., 2018) to
predict the probability that each derived statement

entails the goal. During inference, rather than
returning the class with the highest predicted
probability, a threshold value α is applied to the
probability of the ‘entailment’ class. A threshold
on entailment allows for better control over the
precision/recall trade-off. In order to determine the
best threshold given a model and a set of humanlabeled judgements (see Table 1), we test an evenlyspaced series of threshold values in the interval
[0, 1] and pick the threshold which yields the best
F1 score.

4
4.1

Experimental Setup
End-to-end Baseline

An alternative approach to our structured search
is to simply use a pre-trained generation model
in a purely end-to-end fashion, as has been
explored with the EntailmentWriter system in
prior work Dalvi et al. (2021). EntailmentWriter
is a sequence-to-sequence language model (T5
Large, Raffel et al. 2020) fine-tuned to generate
an entire entailment tree in linearized form,
conditioned on the concatenation of a set of
premises and a hypothesis. The EntailmentWriter
tree linearization format is shown in Figure 3.
By conditioning on the hypothesis, an end-toend model is likely to hallucinate tokens that lead
to the hypothesis without having derived them
from evidence in a sound fashion. Moreover, by
requiring the model to emit a flag token to indicate
that it has reached the goal, this approach relies
on the generative model also acting as a powerful
discriminative entailment model, despite most of
its training signal not optimizing it for this purpose.
4.2

Models

All sequence-to-sequence language models we
experiment with are instances of T5 Large (Raffel
et al., 2020) with 770M parameters. Bridging
entailment models and learned heuristic models are
derived from DeBERTa Large (He et al., 2021) with
350m parameters. Fine-tuning is performed with

Statement
A fish is a kind of scaled animal that uses their
scales to defend themselves.
Information in an organism’s chromosomes causes
an inherited characteristic to be passed from parent
to offspring by dna.
A rheumatoid arthritis will happen first before other
diseases affect the body’s tissues.

Goal Hypothesis
Scales are used for protection by fish.

Label
Entailment

Children usually resemble parents.

Neutral

The immune system becomes disordered first
before rheumatoid arthritis occurs.

Neutral

Table 1: Examples of instances from the EBE NTAIL dataset. The goal hypotheses are directly from
EntailmentBank, and the statements are from the SCS EARCH algorithm applied to the original EntailmentBank
premises. Although the third example in the table would be labeled as a contradiction according to MNLI
annotation standards, the EBE NTAIL dataset does not make the distinction between neutral and contradiction.

the Hugging Face transformers library (Wolf
et al., 2020). Further details including fine-tuning
hyperparameters are included in the appendix.
4.3

Training Data

Step deduction model We train our step
deduction model using gold steps sampled from
trees in the EntailmentBank training split, totaling
2,762 examples. We additionally evaluate models
mid-trained on ParaPattern substitution data
(Bostrom et al., 2021), derived semi-synthetically
from English Wikipedia, totaling ∼120k examples.
In the mid-training configuration, an instance
of T5 is first fine-tuned for one epoch on the
ParaPattern substitution data, and the resulting
model parameters are then fine-tuned on the
EntailmentBank steps for one epoch, after which
optimal validation loss is reached.
Learned heuristic models Data for our learned
heuristic models is constructed by taking step
inputs from steps in the EntailmentBank training
set’s gold trees. For each positive step example,
a corresponding negative example is produced
by replacing one input statement with a sentence
drawn at random from all statements in training set
gold trees that do not appear in the original step’s
subtree. Examples used to train the Learned+Goal
heuristic additionally contain the original step’s
gold goal concatenated to their input.
Goal entailment model To produce a set of
reference judgements for threshold selection
and entailment model evaluation, we sampled
150 instances of generated conclusions from
inference over EntailmentBank examples with their
corresponding gold goals. Three annotators labeled
the entailment relationship between these generated
inferences and the goal. We select a consensus
annotation with a majority vote. These examples

form an in-domain evaluation set which we call
EBE NTAIL.
There is a significant domain mismatch between
MNLI and the scientific facts that make up
EBE NTAIL, leading to low performance of the base
MNLI model (see Table 4). We experiment with
two ways of improving performance. First, we finetune on the EBE NTAIL examples and evaluate on
this same dataset with cross-validation. We use
3-fold cross-validation where each cross-validation
fold is constructed to contain unique goals not seen
in its respective training fold.
Second, we construct an additional dataset
EBE NTAIL -ACTIVE using active learning. We
select 150 additional instances with the lowest
confidence (highest prediction entropy) following
the initial fine-tuning.
These instances are
manually labeled by at least one annotator and used
in a subsequent training run.
We evaluate our best model with a tuned
threshold value in Table 4.
For our main
experiments, we train a separate model on both
EBE NTAIL and EBE NTAIL -ACTIVE in order to
use as much data as possible.2
4.4

Evaluation Data

We evaluate our models in two settings, both
derived from the validation set of the Englishlanguage EntailmentBank dataset. Each setting
consists of a 1:1 mixture of examples with valid
goals (the original EntailmentBank validation
examples) and negative examples with invalid
goals, produced by replacing the hypothesis of each
original example with a distinct one drawn from
another example at random.
In Task 1, examples contain only gold premises
(between 2 and 15), while in Task 2, each premise
2
We use α = 0.791 as our threshold value, which was
determined in an earlier set of experiments.

Goal%

Task 1
AUROC

#Steps

Goal%

Task 2
AUROC

#Steps

47.5 ± 1.7
25.0 ± 1.7
45.0 ± 2.1
30.8 ± 2.3
44.7 ± 2.3
63.8 ± 1.8
66.1 ± 1.8
100∗

0.73 ± 0.01
0.47 ± 0.01
0.67 ± 0.02
0.55 ± 0.02
0.66 ± 0.01
0.81 ± 0.01
0.82 ± 0.01
0.53 ± 0.02

2.7 ± 2.0
1.8 ± 1.2
2.0 ± 1.5
1.8 ± 1.4
2.2 ± 1.6
2.5 ± 2.0
2.6 ± 2.0
2.9 ± 2.1

13.6 ± 1.7
3.7 ± 0.5
38.6 ± 1.2
7.1 ± 1.3
16.8 ± 1.9
69.6 ± 0.7
71.0 ± 1.9
100∗

0.42 ± 0.01
0.30 ± 0.02
0.61 ± 0.01
0.31 ± 0.01
0.44 ± 0.01
0.85 ± 0.01
0.86 ± 0.01
0.65 ± 0.02

8.0 ± 5.4
1.5 ± 0.8
2.7 ± 2.7
2.6 ± 1.6
4.9 ± 4.0
3.1 ± 2.9
3.6 ± 3.5
1.9 ± 1.2

System
Breadth-first
Overlap
Overlap (Goal)
Repetition
Learned
Learned (Goal)
Learned (Goal)+PPM
End-to-end

Table 2: Results from our main experiments on the EntailmentBank validation sets. Mean ± standard deviation
is reported for each metric, taken across 10 trials varying the random seed used for nucleus sampling. Goal%
indicates the proportion of valid goals reached by a system’s generated trees. ∗ The end-to-end model trivially
achieves perfect recall by always emitting the hypothesis flag token at the end of its output. AUROC indicates
the area under the receiver operating characteristic when attempting to distinguish gold goals from invalid goals.
#Steps indicates the average number of steps expanded before reaching the goal among proofs which reached valid
goals; this metric’s standard deviation is computed at the example level. See Section 4.5 for more details.
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Figure 4: Precision-recall curves for breadth-first search, our full method, and the end-to-end baseline. The dashed
line at precision= 0.5 corresponds to random chance.

System

Step Validity

Learned (Goal)
Learned (Goal)+PPM
End-to-end

70.7%
76.0%
55.0%

Table 3: Results from manual annotation of step
validity. Steps are sampled from inference on Task 2.
Macro-average inter-annotator agreement (Cohen’s κ)
is 0.73.

set is expanded to 25 premises through the addition
of distractors retrieved from the original premise
corpora. We set the maxSteps hyperparameter of
the SCS EARCH algorithm to 20, as the maximum
gold proof step count in EntailmentBank is 17.

4.5

Metrics

For both of these tasks, consistent models should be
able to reach gold goals while also failing to prove
invalid goals. To measure the former, we report
the number of valid goals reached by each system
as Goal%. For our search systems, this metric is
computed as the proportion of examples with valid
goals for which any generated conclusion received
a goal entailment score higher than the threshold
α from Section 4.3. Goal% scores for the end-toend model are trivially fixed at 100% as this model
always ends its output with -> hypot.
To measure whether systems are able to
distinguish invalid goals from valid goals, we also
compute precision-recall curves and report the
area under the receiver operating characteristic
(AUROC) of each system for both tasks. We
produce these curves for search models by varying

the goal entailment threshold α.
In order to evaluate whether the end-to-end
model distinguishes between valid and invalid
proof structures, we use the model’s average
output confidence over the generated proof,
computed
as the mean token log-likelihood
1 PL
log
pθ (ti |t1 . . . ti−1 ) motivated by the
i=1
L
hypothesis that a language model trained as a
density estimator of sound proofs should assign
low likelihood to unsound deductions. We fit a
linear model to predict the goal validity ∈ {0, 1}
based on this quantity, and vary the linear model’s
classification boundary to compute precision-recall
curves and the AUROC for the end-to-end model.
We report the average number of steps expanded
before reaching a valid goal as #Steps. This metric
is averaged over examples for which a system is
able to reach the goal. It increases slightly for
more effective models, as these are able to better
construct longer proofs, but we still see the largest
number of steps being required by less effective
search methods like breadth-first.
In addition to evaluating end-to-end consistency
through the above tasks, we would also like to
understand the internal consistency of generated
proofs. To that end, we conduct a manual study
of step validity. We sample 100 steps uniformly
across valid-goal Task 2 examples for each of three
systems: our full system, our system without midtraining, and the end-to-end system. The resulting
set of 300 steps is shuffled and triply labeled by
three annotators in the blind.

5

Results

The results of our experiments on Task 1 and Task
2 are shown in Table 2. Table 3 shows the results
of our manual step validity evaluation.
5.1

Complete Deductions

The end-to-end approach is not a sound model
of proof structure. The end-to-end model is
nominally able to ‘prove’ 100% of goals, as it
always emits the -> hypot sequence at the
end of its output. However, as shown in Figure
4, when using the generation confidence of the
end-to-end model to discriminate between valid
goals and invalid goals, the resulting classifier (AP
0.53 / 0.63) is not much better than random chance
(AP 0.5). This indicates that the model has similar
confidence when hallucinating proofs for invalid
goals as it does when generating proofs for valid

goals. Importantly, this means that in the end-toend regime, the model’s output distribution does
not penalize the generation of invalid steps, and
thus the end-to-end system is not behaving as a
model of consistent proofs.
Our approach is able to prove most valid
goals while exhibiting much better internal
consistency than the end-to-end approach.
Our full system is able to prove approximately
70% of the gold goals across both settings, and
achieves a rate of step validity 21% higher than
the end-to-end approach. Viewing our system as
a discriminator and varying the threshold α used
for goal entailment decisions, it exhibits perfect
precision up to ∼ 75% recall in both tasks. This
confirms that our system is able to prove the
proportion of valid goals reported in Table 2 (for
the goal entailment threshold with best human
agreement) without producing any false positive
proofs for invalid goals.
A goal-oriented heuristic is critical. In Task 2,
incorporating goal information into the planning
process is essential, as only the Overlap (Goal)
and Learned (Goal) heuristics are able to reach a
reasonable number of valid goals in the presence
of distractor premises.
Notably, the Overlap heuristic without goals
performs significantly worse than naive breadthfirst search on Task 1. Examining the resulting
trees reveals that Overlap biases the search towards
repeatedly recombining intermediate conclusions
with their premises, since step conclusions almost
always share a large amount of lexical content
with at least one premise. This indicates an
opportunity for future work to explore better rulebased heuristics by combining guidance from
Overlap (Goal) with a penalty to circumvent the
detrimental recycling behavior.
5.2

Individual Step Validity

Table 3 shows that our best model produces valid
inferences 76% of the time, improving over the
end-to-end model as well as the version of our
system without mid-training on ParaPattern. Midtraining the step deduction model also increases the
proportion of reachable valid goals by 2% (Table 2).
These improvements suggest that additional semisynthetic data targeting certain challenging cases
has the potential to provide further benefit; see
Section 5.1.

In prior work, Bostrom et al. (2021) found that
a BART Large model (400M parameters) finetuned on EntailmentBank steps achieves around
80% validity (including redundancies) on step
inputs from gold validation set trees. We measure
validity for conclusions produced during multistep inference, leading to two sources of domain
shift: (1) the imperfect premise selection heuristic
can provide incompatible premise pairs, and
(2) step inputs can contain previously generated
conclusions, resulting in error propagation. Given
these domain shifts, our observed step validity rates
are reasonable in light of prior observations.
We can use our step validity rate to approximate
the expected number of fully-valid proofs based
on the observed depth distribution. Under the
conservative assumption that observed errors are
distributed uniformly w.r.t. depth, the expected
number of fully valid trees in a dataset D =
{T1 . . . T|D| } for validity rate v can be computed
as follows:
|D|
1 X |Ti |
v
|D|
i=1

At a step validity rate of 76% we should expect
∼50% of trees generated by our system to be
error-free, as the depth distribution is dominated
by relatively shallow instances. Under the same
assumption, according to the end-to-end model’s
step validity rate we should expect ∼27% of its
trees to be fully valid. This figure roughly agrees
with the results of Dalvi et al. (2021)’s evaluation,
in which the authors find that an end-to-end model
with the same configuration is able to recover
approximately 26% of gold trees in the Task 2
setting.3
In Section 5.4 we examine observed error
patterns in invalid steps. Crucially, even when
our system produces a proof involving an invalid
step, it is possible to audit the proof and determine
exactly where the reasoning error occurred, since
each step is generated conditioned only on its
immediate premises. In contrast, the end-to-end
model attends to all premises and the hypothesis at
every step, meaning that when an inconsistent step
is generated, it is difficult to diagnose what led to
it.
3
We discovered that their model was trained with some
overlap between deduction steps in the train and validation
sets. However, their evaluation metric also compares against a
single reference tree and they find that it tends to underestimate
validity. Because of these sources of error, we caution that
this number should be interpreted as a rough estimate.

5.3

Goal Entailment

Model

Threshold F1 Precision Recall

DeBERTa MNLI
EBE NTAIL
EBE NTAIL -ACTIVE

0.973
0.956
0.694

70.8
71.8
72.4

76.6
79.3
91.3

65.7
65.7
60.0

Table 4: Evaluation of goal-bridging entailment
models.
EBE NTAIL indicates DeBERTa MNLI
fine-tuned using our manually annotated judgements.
EBE NTAIL -ACTIVE indicates DeBERTA MNLI finetuned further on our active learning annotations as
well as the judgements from EBE NTAIL Both of the
fine-tuned models are evaluated using 3-fold cross
validation.

The results in Table 2 depend on an accurate
assessment of when we have successfully deduced
the hypothesis. Table 4 shows the results of our
evaluation on the EBE NTAIL dataset (Section 3.3).
Our goal entailment model can achieve an F1 score
of 72% after fine-tuning on EBE NTAIL -ACTIVE.
The baseline has a relatively high best threshold,
partially because the entailment criterion learned
on MNLI is not well-fit to this domain and many
positive examples of entailment are assigned low
scores by the model leading the model to be overly
restrictive. After fine-tuning, the best threshold is
lower, but actually yields even higher precision
than the baseline. We view precision as more
important than recall, as a stringent criteria for
determining whether a proof is correct increases
confidence in our evaluation results.
Metric

Score

Macro-average F1
κ

0.8266
0.535

Table 5: Annotator Disagreement metrics on the triplyannotated examples used to evaluate the entailment
model.

Our best F1 score is slightly lower than the
lowest F1 score of the annotators when evaluated
over the gold labels with majority vote. Annotator
agreement overall is moderate as seen in Table 5;
there are a few common instance types that cause
ambiguous labels and disagreement between the
annotators, therefore also decreasing the model’s
F1.

5.4

Error Analysis: Step Model

Although the step model cannot hallucinate based
on the goal hypothesis, it can still fail to produce
valid intermediate steps due to several challenging
reasoning patterns.

to red.” the step model produces “Lemon juice and
acid are the opposites.”, as it mistakes a parallel
relationship for one of the opposite polarity.
5.5

Error Analysis: Goal Entailment

Another source of error is when the goal entailment
Monotonicity Misinterpreting the monotonicity
model is unable to predict the correct entailment
of a context in the premises is a common error
relationship between an output from the step model
leading to unsound inferences. For example, given
and the goal hypothesis. The model often fails on
“Rock is formed of minerals. Quartz and feldspar are nebulous instances that are not unanimously agreed
both minerals.” the step model generates “Quartz
upon by the annotators.
and feldspar are the constituent minerals of rock.”
Definitional Knowledge When given the
There is no indication in the premise set that these
premise “Sugar is soluble in water,” the model
are the only minerals able to form rock, making
does not predict entailment of the goal hypothesis
this an unsound inference. Ignoring monotonicity
is one case of a more general class of incorrect or “Sugar cubes will dissolve in water when they
are combined.” English speakers who know
overzealous substitutions.
the definition of ‘soluble’ and recognize that
Substitution When unifying premise statements, sugar cubes are made of sugar could reasonably
the step model can sometimes substitute a referent
understand this as entailed. However, the degree
into the wrong context. For example, “Hollow
of common sense and definitional knowledge
bones have a positive impact on the feathers of
that should be expected of the entailment model
birds on some wings. Birds use feathers to fly.” are
is subjective and often a source of annotator
combined to produce “Hollow bones can be used
disagreement.
to fly.”, when a substitution in the other direction
Ill-Formed Statements Inaccurate or semantiyielding “Hollow bones have a positive impact on
birds flying.” would be preferred. Another example: cally incorrect statements are another error source
in the entailment model. For example, the model
the inputs “As the amount of oxygen exposed to a
predicts that “Lichens and soil are similar to
fire increases the fire will burn longer. If something
being produced by breaking down rocks.” entails
is left out in the open then that something is exposed
to oxygen.” yield “The fire will burn longer when “Lichens breaking down rocks can form soil.”
However, it is not entirely clear what is similar
that something is left out in the open.” This
in the generated statement due to the confusing
unification resembles a correct inference, but the
syntax, and this example’s gold label was neutral.
model has failed to identify that “the fire” should
also be substituted for “that something”. However, Although many of these outputs have manual
annotations to help the model, they are still a source
cases like this tended to be sources of annotator
of annotator disagreement and often produce
disagreement.
different labels depending on how the annotator
Relationship Assignment When given premises
understood the step model’s output. Improving the
that contain parallel relations, the step model
step model to help prevent ill-formed statements
sometimes confuses the arguments assigned to each
resulting from compounding error will directly
instance. For example, “Mitosis produces cells that
improve the goal entailment model’s performance.
are identical to the parent cell. Meiosis produces
cells that are different from the parent cell.” will
Context Assumptions The model predicts that
generate “Mitosis produces cells that are different “A new moon will occur on june 30 when the moon
from the parent cell and meiosis produces cells
orbits the earth.” entails “The next new moon
that are identical to the parent cell.”. This is a
will occur on june 30.” In this case, the model is
direct contradiction of the premises, as the model
assuming that ‘a new moon’ occurring is equivalent
has mistakenly swapped members of the parallel
to ‘the next new moon’ occurring, something
relations expressed in the input while attempting
which is unfounded in the context despite the
to conjoin them. When given “An acid changes
minor lexical difference. Depending on annotator
the color of litmus paper from blue to red. Lemon
assumptions, cases like this can also be somewhat
juice changes the color of litmus paper from blue
subjective for humans.

Future work could expand the training data of
our NLI model to account for the subjectivity of
NLI judgments (Pavlick and Kwiatkowski, 2019;
Chen et al., 2020; Nie et al., 2020), particularly by
modifying our data collection procedure (Zhang
et al., 2021).

6

Related work

Multi-hop question answering models (Chen et al.
2021a; Min et al. 2019; Nishida et al. 2019,
inter alia) also build derivations linking multiple
statements to support a conclusion. However, these
models organize selected premises into a chain or
leave them unstructured as opposed to composing
them into an explicit tree. This linking approach is
more similar to our premise selection problem than
to our complete pipeline.
In a related vein, the NLProlog system
(Weber et al., 2019) frames multi-hop reading
comprehension explicitly as a proof process,
using induced rules to perform soft unification
over distributed representations of predicates
and arguments extracted from sentences. In
contrast to our bottom-up search over sentence
compositions, the NLProlog system follows the
logic programming archetype of backwards proof
search through rule unification and subgoal
expansion. Similar backward search ideas were
used in Arabshahi et al. (2021). PRover (Saha et al.,
2020) and ProofWriter (Tafjord et al., 2021) also
frame natural language deduction as proof search,
although both systems are evaluated in a synthetic
domain of limited complexity.
Related to our approach, Betz and Richardson
(2021) train text-to-text models to translate
between and reconstruct textual representations
of formal arguments using synthetic data. They
experiment with mid-training an end-to-end T5
model on their synthetic data before fine-tuning
it on EntailmentBank Task 2, finding that midtraining improves its ability to select gold premises
from the distractor-augmented premise sets. This
parallels the increase in performance we observe
from mid-training on semi-synthetic deduction
steps, although they do not tackle the full pipeline
task.
Hu et al. (2020) and Chen et al. (2021b)
propose systems which perform single-sentence
natural language inference through proof search
in the natural logic space. Explicitly using the
monotonicity calculus (Icard et al., 2017) and

natural logic to generate contrastive examples
for semisynthetic mid-training is a promising
future direction that could help to address the
monotonicity issues encountered by our step
deduction model, as discussed in Section 5.4. Our
work also relates to earlier efforts on natural logic
(MacCartney and Manning, 2009; Angeli et al.,
2016) but is able to cover far more phenomena by
relaxing the strict constraints of this framework.
Finally, the Leap of Thought system (Talmor
et al., 2020) captures some related ideas in a
discriminative reasoning framework.

7

Discussion and Conclusion

In this work, we propose a system that performs
natural language reasoning through generative
deduction and heuristic-guided search.
We
demonstrate that our system produces proofs that
are more internally consistent than those of an endto-end model, and that its factored design allows
it to successfully prove valid goals while being
unable to hallucinate proofs for invalid goals.
While we truncate search at a constant number of
steps in this work, the complexity of our approach
is exponential in the worst case. The end-toend approach enjoys the convenience of simple
inference and quadratic complexity, arising from
the premises all being fed into a Transformer
model simultaneously. However, we show that
end-to-end fine-tuning does not produce models
of sound proof structure, as proof likelihoods for
valid and invalid goals under end-to-end models
are not reliably distinguishable. Furthermore,
a sequence-to-sequence Transformer’s memory
consumption places a hard limit on the proof length
and premise count that can be handled in the end-toend setting, while our structured approach allows
arbitrarily large premise sets and step counts. We
believe that this modular deduction framework can
empower future reasoning systems, particularly as
training datasets and pre-trained models continue
to improve.
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A

Implementation Details

Hugging Face transformers version: 4.12.5
Two NVidia Titan RTX GPUs were used for all experiments in this paper.
End-to-end model fine-tuning configuration (hyperparameters left at transformers default if
unspecified):
Hyperparameter
Base model
Total batch size
Initial LR
Epoch count

Value
T5 Large
8
5e-5
3 (early stopping on val. loss)

EntailmentBank-only step deduction model fine-tuning:
Hyperparameter
Base model
Total batch size
Initial LR
Epoch count

Value
T5 Large
12
5e-5
2 (early stopping on val. loss)

Step deduction model mid-tuning on ParaPattern-substitution:
Hyperparameter
Base model
Total batch size
Initial LR
Epoch count

Value
T5 Large
12
5e-5
1

Goal entailment model fine-tuning on EBE NTAIL+EBE NTAIL -ACTIVE:
Hyperparameter
Base model
Total batch size
Initial LR
Epoch count

Value
DeBERTa Large MNLI
32
1e-5
1

Learned heuristic model fine-tuning:
Hyperparameter
Base model
Total batch size
Initial LR
Epoch count

Value
DeBERTa-v3 Large
32
2e-5
2 (no goals)
(early stopping on val. loss)
7 (w/goals)

